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Stories can elicit powerful emotions. A key emotional response to narrative plots (e.g., novels, movies, etc.) is suspense. Suspense appears to build on basic aspects of human cognition such as processes of expectation, anticipation, and prediction. However, the neural
processes underlying emotional experiences of suspense have not been previously investigated. We acquired functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) data while participants
read a suspenseful literary text (E.T.A. Hoffmann's “The Sandman”) subdivided into short
text passages. Individual ratings of experienced suspense obtained after each text passage
were found to be related to activation in the medial frontal cortex, bilateral frontal regions
(along the inferior frontal sulcus), lateral premotor cortex, as well as posterior temporal and
temporo-parietal areas. The results indicate that the emotional experience of suspense depends on brain areas associated with social cognition and predictive inference.
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Introduction
I could a tale unfold whose lightest word
Would harrow up thy soul, freeze thy young blood,
Make thy two eyes, like stars, start from their spheres,
Thy knotted and combined locks to part
And each particular hair to stand on end,
Like quills upon the fretful porpentine.
William Shakespeare, Hamlet (1.5.15–20)
Spoken or written words can evoke powerful emotional responses. A prime example of this are
stories. For millennia, generations of humans around the world have been moved, fascinated
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and entertained by stories, and oral traditions of storytelling may be as old as human language
itself. Stories—factual or fictional—are omnipresent in human culture: Apart from their artfully refined role in literature (e.g., in novels, short stories, and many forms of poetry and drama),
stories are told in a variety of other contexts, and the appeal of movies, songs, speeches, jokes,
newspaper articles—and perhaps even scientific papers—often depends on their capacity “to
tell a good story”. The human ability to understand, tell, and enjoy stories involves a multitude
of cognitive and affective mechanisms including perception, attention, memory, reasoning,
simulation of actions, emotion, and, naturally, language. Investigating story processing with
modern neuroimaging methods can therefore provide insights into the neural signature of
these mechanisms.
Various neuroimaging studies have begun to tap into the brain mechanisms associated with
story processing (for meta-analyses of story and text comprehension studies see [1, 2]). Most of
these studies focus on cognitive aspects of story processing, investigating, for example, neural
activations in response to coherent narratives as opposed to unrelated sentences or words [3–
7], comparing neural responses to written and auditory text presentations [8], or probing
memory encoding during story processing [4].
Neuroscientific research on emotional responses to stories, however, is scarce, and only a
few studies have specifically investigated the neuroaffective processes underlying story processing. An fMRI study by Wallentin et al. [9] found that the emotional intensity experienced during auditory presentation of a story correlates with heart rate variability, activation of temporal
cortices, the thalamus, as well as the amygdala, and that passages associated with positive valence are related to orbitofrontal cortex activations. Investigating emotional valence for short
narratives, Altmann et al. [10] showed that negative story valence is associated with increased
activation of theory-of-mind-related brain regions (such as the medial frontal cortex and the
temporo-parietal junction). More recently, Hsu et al. [11, 12, 13, 14] provided fMRI evidence
for the fiction feeling hypothesis [15] stating that narratives with emotional content (in contrast to stories with neutral content) invite readers to empathize to a stronger degree with the
protagonists, thus engaging the affective empathy network of the brain. These studies provide
first evidence that investigating emotions evoked by narrative plots can offer new insights into
neuroaffective brain processes.
One component of emotional experience that is particularly relevant to story processing is
suspense. Suspense is experienced in a huge variety of different contexts ranging from everyday
life situations, sports, or gambling to different forms of media entertainment (e.g., film, television, literature, or music). Accordingly, suspense has been discussed by scholars from different
disciplines such as literary science, film studies, or media psychology (for introductions, see
[16–22]). Creating “the force that draws us through a narrative” [23], suspense is the predominant emotional response elicited by many types of literary genres (e.g., thrillers, detective stories, spy novels, etc.), and the broad popularity of these genres illustrates the power of suspense
to attract audiences and excite emotional responses. Suspense in narrative plots is closely intertwined with processes of prediction and anticipation which are triggered by explicit or implicit
questions in the minds of the audience [17], and which arise from the uncertainty regarding
the outcome of the plot (cf. [24, 25]). Plots of suspenseful novels or movies, for example, often
involve conflicts and obstacles that the protagonists have to overcome, making the audience
ponder over possible solutions to these conflicts and anticipate their eventual resolution. Predictive inferences during story processing have been found to be related to activation in inferior
frontal and posterior temporal regions [26–28], and more generally, action and event prediction have been proposed to be supported by motor-related regions of the brain, in particular
the lateral premotor cortex [29]. Apart from adding to research on affective mechanisms involved in story processing, investigating neural responses to suspenseful narrative plots thus
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also promises insights into the brain structures associated with predictive inference. Moreover,
suspense is closely related to processes of immersion, transportation, or absorption in media
reception, such as reading [30, 31, 14] or computer games [32], which can be explained by the
neurocognitive poetics model of literary reading [15, 33].
At the text level, a suspense discourse organization involves an initiating event or situation,
i.e., an event which potentially leads to significant consequences (either good or bad) for one of
the characters in the narrative. The structural-affect theory of stories by Brewer and Lichtenstein [16] states that the event structure must also contain the outcome of the initiating event,
allowing to resolve the reader’s suspense. According to the model by Jacobs, the core affect systems “FEAR”, “ANGER”, or “CARE” described in Panksepp’s emotion theory [34] are likely to
be involved in this suspense building process, e.g., when a reader experiences suspense through
vicarious fear, because a protagonist is in danger (especially when this danger is only known to
the reader), which is mediated by processes of empathy and sympathy. Findings by Altmann
et al. [10] provided initial support for this assumption, indicating that short stories with negative content induce more affective empathy with the described characters in readers than neutral stories, as evidenced by increased brain activity in theory-of-mind and empathy-related
areas (i.e., the medial frontal cortex, superior temporal sulcus, and temporo-parietal junction).
Hsu et al. [11] directly tested the model’s assumption and found that immersion (which at the
experiential level is related to suspense; [15]) is associated with activation of the mid-cingulate
cortex and is higher for fear-inducing text passages describing protagonists’ pain or personal
distress than for neutral passages.
Although suspense can be measured at both the subjective-experiential (through questionnaires) and more objective behavioral and physiological levels, such as facial expressions, heart
rate, or skin temperature [35], at present, there are no neuroimaging results speaking directly
to the issue of suspense in literary reading contexts.
In the current study, we investigated the neural correlates of suspense experienced by readers
during their first reading of a literary text. To this end, we acquired fMRI data while participants
read a narrative (E.T.A. Hoffmann's “The Sandman”) subdivided into short text segments. After
each segment, participants rated the level of suspense they had experienced while reading the
segment. We then identified brain areas in which activation was related to the level of subjectively experienced suspense. Due to the dearth of previous research on neural correlates of subjectively experienced suspense, it was difficult to make specific predictions about brain regions
involved in the experience of suspense. However, we were particularly interested in neuroaffective responses to suspenseful text segments. Previous fMRI research from the music domain has
found ratings of musical tension—the musical “equivalent” of narrative suspense (cf. [22, 36])—
to be associated with activity changes in the lateral orbitofrontal cortex and the amygdala [37].
Similarly, the violation, anticipation, and fulfillment of musical expectancies that mediate feelings of tension have been associated with amygdala [38] as well as dorsal and ventral striatum
activations [39]. We expected suspense to be related to increased activity in similar brain structures associated with affective processing. In addition, based on the results reported by Altmann
et al. [10] and Hsu et al. [11, 12], we explored whether suspense is related to activation in areas
associated with theory-of-mind processing and mentalizing, i.e., the medial frontal cortex and
the temporo-parietal junction [40–43]. Furthermore, based on the connection between suspense
and predictive processes discussed above, we expected suspense to correlate with activation in
brain areas associated with prediction (e.g., lateral premotor cortex).
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Methods
Participants
Right-handed German native speakers who were unfamiliar with the story and who enjoyed
reading literature (according to self-reports) were recruited as participants for the experiment.
Data from 23 participants (12 female, age range: 19–32 years, M = 24.1, SD = 3.9) were included in the analysis. Data from five additional participants were excluded because they did not
finish reading within scanning time (four participants) or answered fewer than two of five control questions that were asked after the experiment correctly (one participant). All participants
gave written consent and were compensated with 15 euros or course credit. The study was approved by the ethics committee of the Department for Educational Sciences and Psychology of
the Freie Universität Berlin and was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

Stimuli
The narrative “Der Sandmann” (“The Sandman”) by E.T.A. Hoffmann was used as stimulus
material. A prominent example of a Romantic narrative devoted to the darker sides of emotional life, the story relates events in the life of the student Nathaniel who—traumatized by the
early death of his father—is haunted since childhood by the mysterious Sandman. The story
was chosen because of its suspenseful character and uncanny atmosphere (famously discussed
in Sigmund Freud's essay”The Uncanny”; [44]). Importantly, the story features text passages
inducing high as well as low suspense (as determined in a preceding pilot rating study), thus
ensuring sufficient variability in the suspense ratings to use them as parametric regressor in the
fMRI data analysis (see Image processing and statistical analysis). The story was presented in
German. To make it suitable for the experiment, the text was shortened (from 12,232 to 6,859
words) and some words that are now out of use and hence unfamiliar were replaced by more
common ones to guarantee that participants comprehended the text. Special care was taken to
ensure that the shortening of the text did not modify the plot or make the story less comprehensible. For the presentation in the MRI scanner, the story was partitioned into 65 segments
of approximately equal length (M = 105.5 words per segment; SD = 26.1 words). Segmentation
was done in such a way that the level of suspense varied across text segments but remained relatively constant within one text segment (S1 Text shows the segmented text used in the study).

Experimental procedure
Participants read the story, segment by segment, while functional imaging data were recorded.
The text was presented on a screen above participants' head via a magnet-compatible projection mirror system (the text was shown in a black font against a gray background). To make
the reading experience as natural as possible, reading time was self-paced, i.e., participants decided how long each text segment was presented by pressing a button whenever they wanted to
proceed (however, to avoid fatigue, scanning was stopped after a maximum of 60 minutes, and
four participants who had not finished reading within this time were excluded from the analysis). After each text segment, participants rated how much suspense they had experienced during the preceding segment on a 10-point scale (ranging from “not suspenseful” to “very
suspenseful”) using two buttons of an MRI-compatible response box. The rating screen was
presented with a temporal jitter of 1.0–4.2 seconds after participants had finished reading the
text segment. At the initial presentation of each rating screen, a random rating value was selected that had to be adjusted according to the experienced suspense using the two buttons (the
initial random rating value was chosen to de-correlate the level of experienced suspense from
the button presses during the rating). Using a third button, participants confirmed the rating
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Fig 1. One trial of the experiment: a segment of the text was presented, followed by a rating screen on
which the suspense experienced while reading the text segment was selected on a 10-point scale
using two buttons (for moving the selected point on the rating scale to the left or right). Timing was
self-paced, i.e., participants pressed a button in order to proceed to the next text segment / rating screen. A
total of 65 text segments was presented during the experiment.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0124550.g001

and proceeded to the next text segment (the same button was used to proceed from the text
segment to the rating; see Fig 1). Participants were explicitly instructed to rate the suspense
they subjectively experienced (not the suspense they thought the segment was supposed to
evoke). To become familiar with the experimental task, participants completed a short practice
trial (with a different text) before the actual experiment. Due to the self-paced reading times,
the scanning duration varied between 28:05 and 53:52 min across participants (M = 42:55 min;
SD = 7:33 min).
To assess whether participants had read the text attentively, five multiple-choice control
questions were asked after the experiment (in order not to influence the natural reading process, participants were not informed about this before the experiment). We also assessed participants' general reading habits (e.g., how many books they usually read per year, and what type
of literature genres). We moreover acquired heart rate and respiration rate of the participants;
however, due to technical failure, the heart and respiration data of some participants were not
usable, and we therefore could not include them as control regressors in our fMRI analysis.

Image acquisition
MRI data were acquired at the Dahlem Institute for Neuroimaging of Emotion at the Freie Universität Berlin using a 3 Tesla Siemens Magnetom TrioTim MRI scanner (Siemens AG, Erlangen, Germany). Before functional scanning, a high-resolution (1x1x1 mm) T1-weighted
anatomical reference image was obtained using a rapid acquisition gradient echo (MP-RAGE)
sequence. For the acquisition of functional data, a continuous echo planar imaging (EPI) sequence was used (37 slices; slice thickness: 3 mm; interslice gap: 0.6 mm; echo time: 30 ms; repetition time: 2 s; flip angle: 70°; 64x64 voxel matrix; field of view: 192x192 mm) with slice
acquisition interleaved within the TR interval. To reduce susceptibility-induced image distortions and signal losses in areas such as the orbitofrontal cortex and the temporal lobes, the acquisition window was tilted at an angle of 30° to the intercommissural (AC-PC) line [45, 46].

Image processing and statistical analysis
Data were analyzed using Matlab (MathWorks, Natick, USA) and SPM8 (Wellcome Trust
Centre for Neuroimaging, London, UK). Prior to the statistical analysis of the data, functional
images were realigned using a 6-parameter rigid body transformation, co-registered to the anatomical reference image, normalized to standard Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) stereotaxic space using a 12-parameter affine transformation, and spatially smoothed with a
Gaussian kernel of 6 mm full-width at half-maximum. Low-frequency noise and signal drifts
were removed using a high-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 1/256 Hz. We deliberately
opted for this comparatively low cut-off frequency to avoid filtering out parts of the signal of
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interest (because readers' experience of suspense changes relatively slowly). Serial correlations
between scans were accounted for using an autoregressive AR(1) model.
A standard general linear model (GLM) approach was used for statistical analysis. Potential
confounding factors were added as control variables to the model. The control variables included were “action”, “imageability”, arousal, valence, and average sentence length of each text segment. To determine the amount of action described in the text segments we acquired
additional ratings from a different group of participants (N = 20, 13 female, age range: 20–33
years, M = 23.5, SD = 3.8) asking how eventful each segment was experienced during reading
(ratings were given on a 7-point scale). The Berlin Affective Word List (BAWL-R; [47]) was
used to estimate imageability, arousal, and valence based on values of single words which were
then averaged over all words from one text segment. Average sentence length (in words) of
each text segment was added to control effects of working memory, assuming that longer sentences generally impose higher demands on working memory. Thus, the model included the
following regressors: reading periods were modeled as block regressor; control variables (action, imageability, arousal, valence, and average sentence length) and individual suspense ratings were modeled as a parametric modulator [48, 49] of the reading periods (suspense ratings
were orthogonalized to the control variables); rating periods were modeled as block regressor;
estimates of the motion correction parameters obtained during the realignment were added as
regressors of no interest. All regressors (except for the motion correction parameters) were
convolved with the standard hemodynamic response function, and model parameters were estimated using the restricted maximum likelihood approach implemented in SPM8. After
model estimation, whole-brain statistical parametric maps (SPMs) were calculated for the contrasts reading > rating (assuming that it would be associated with typical activations of the
reading network, this contrast mainly served as a sanity check of the data) and the parametric
regressor suspense (and its inverse—suspense). To obtain group level results, the contrast images of individual participants were entered into a second-level random effects analysis. To account for differences in reading times as well as in the general experienced suspensefulness of
the text, total reading times and average suspense ratings of each participant over the complete
text were added as control regressors into the second-level model. Activations with a p-value
smaller than. 05 corrected for family-wise errors (FWE) at the cluster level (with a clusterforming threshold of p <. 005) were considered significant (FWE-corrected cluster extent
threshold: 210 voxels). Because this cluster thresholding procedure may miss smaller activation
clusters, in particular activations in the amygdala which we expected to be related to suspense
(see Introduction), we also performed a region of interest analysis in the left and right amygdala. The region of interest was defined using the probability maps of the amygdala as implemented in the SPM anatomy toolbox [50, 51]; a statistical threshold of p <. 05 (FWEcorrected) was used for the region of interest analysis.

Results
Behavioral data
Fig 2 shows average suspense ratings for the story. Pearson's product-moment correlation coefficients between individual suspense profiles, averaged over all possible pairs of participants, revealed a moderate inter-participant agreement (r =. 31, p <. 05; because Pearson's correlation
coefficients are not additive, a Fisher z-transformation was applied before averaging over correlation coefficients and the resulting z-value was then converted back into a correlation coefficient). Average reading time for one text segment was 29.98 s (SD = 12.04 s). No correlation
between reading speed and suspense ratings (averaged over participants) was observed (r =. 08,
p =. 55). Moreover, suspense ratings did not correlate with the lengths of the text segments
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Fig 2. Average suspense ratings (N = 23) and standard errors for each segment of the text.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0124550.g002

(r = –.04, p =. 74). Correlation coefficients between suspense ratings and the control measures
(i.e., action, imageability, arousal, valence, and sentence length) are reported in S1 Table.

Functional MRI data
Comparing reading periods with rating periods (reading > rating, Fig 3A) revealed bilateral activations in visual cortices, the entire superior temporal sulcus (with left hemispheric dominance), and anterior hippocampus (cornu ammonis). Moreover, left-hemispheric activations
were observed in the precentral gyrus and fusiform gyrus.

Fig 3. Statistical parametric maps (p <. 05, cluster-level FWE-corrected, shown in neurological
convention) for (A) the contrast reading > rating and (B) the parametric suspense regressor capturing
participants' experience of suspense during reading.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0124550.g003
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Table 1. GLM analysis: anatomical locations, peak MNI coordinates, T-values, and cluster sizes (number of voxels) of significant clusters for the
reading > rating contrast and the parametric suspense regressor.
anatomical location

hemisphere

X (mm)

Y (mm)

Z (mm)

T-value

cluster size

R&L

27

-97

-5

12.93

2395

L

-57

-10

-11

12.34
10.44

reading > rating
visual cortex
superior temporal sulcus
hippocampus (CA)

L

-30

-13

-17

FFG

L

-42

-46

-17

5.75

superior temporal sulcus

R

57

-10

-11

10.04

hippocampus (CA)

R

27

-10

-17

7.70

precentral gyrus (PMC)

L

-48

-7

55

7.90

288

L

-54

-55

13

5.98

1303

L

-48

-58

34

5.68

644

Suspense
posterior STS
TPJ
IFS

R

48

20

22

5.85

precentral gyrus (PMC)

R

51

2

46

5.30

IFG (pars orbitalis)

R

48

35

-5

3.71

L

-45

35

-8

5.54

precentral gyrus (PMC)

L

-42

-4

40

5.48

IFS

5.28

IFG

L

-45

17

34

MFC

L

-6

44

31

5.36

TPJ

R

60

-49

34

4.81

R

54

-28

-11

4.41

posterior STS

678

823

519
420

(p <.05, cluster-level FWE-corrected; indented regions are part of one continuous cluster).
CA: cornu ammonis; FFG: fusiform gyrus; IFS: inferior frontal sulcus; MTG: middle temporal gyrus; MFC: medial frontal cortex; PMC: premotor cortex;
STS: superior temporal sulcus; TPJ: temporo-parietal junction.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0124550.t001

The suspense regressor (reflecting participants' individual experience of suspense) showed a
medial frontal activation cluster, as well as in each hemisphere a lateral frontal and a posterior
temporal cluster of activation (Fig 3B). More specifically, the lateral frontal activation clusters
extended anteriorly along the IFS into the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), and posterior-superiorly
into the precentral sulcus and precentral gyrus (lateral premotor cortex). The temporal clusters
covered the posterior part of the superior temporal sulcus (STS), extending into the temporoparietal junction (TPJ). These temporal and temporo-parietal activations were more pronounced in the left than in the right hemisphere. No negative correlations with suspense were
observed, and none of the analyses showed activity changes in the amygdala, nor the orbitofrontal cortex. For a complete list of activations see Table 1. Significant activations for the
parametric control regressors (action, imageability, arousal, valence, and sentence length) are
reported in S2 Table and S1 Fig.
The region of interest analysis for the suspense regressor in the left and right amygdala did
not yield any significant activations.

Psychophysiological interactions (PPI)
To investigate whether there is a relationship between suspense ratings and the functional connectivity patterns of brain areas associated with suspense, we also performed a post hoc PPI
analysis [52]. For this, we used the upper and lower quartiles of individual suspense ratings to
dichotomize suspense ratings into high and low values which were used to test the interaction
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Table 2. PPI analysis: anatomical locations, peak MNI coordinates, T-values, and cluster sizes (number of voxels) of brain areas in which suspense (high vs. low) significantly modulated the functional connectivity to the seed region.
anatomical location

hemisphere

X (mm)

Y (mm)

Z (mm)

T-value

cluster size

832

seed area: left IFG (MNI coordinate: -45 35 -8)
cerebellum

L

-6

-76

-14

6.12

visual cortex

L

-9

-82

-5

5.26

visual cortex

4.80

R

9

-82

-8

superior occipital gyrus

R

24

-85

31

4.54

423

posterior ITG

L

-51

-55

-8

4.53

577

precentral gyrus (PMC)

L

-36

-19

64

4.14

525

seed area: MFC (MNI coordinate: -6 44 31)
lateral occipital cortex

R

30

-79

1

5.68

741

intra-parietal sulcus

L

-36

-37

34

4.80

716

postcentral gyrus

L

-30

-43

67

4.64

lateral occipital cortex

L

-39

-85

7

4.79

341

(p <.05, cluster-level FWE-corrected; indented regions are part of one continuous cluster)
IFG: inferior frontal gyrus; ITG: inferior temporal gyrus; MFC: medial frontal cortex; PMC: premotor cortex.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0124550.t002

of suspense with the functional connectivity of voxels around the maxima of the five activation
clusters reported above (i.e., left posterior STS, right IFS, left IFG, MFC, and right TPJ; for
exact locations, see peak MNI coordinates of Table 1). The contrast high vs. low suspense was
multiplied with the eigenvariate of the voxels within a sphere with the radius 3 mm around the
peak activation voxel of each cluster to obtain the interaction term. We expected psychophysiological interactions of the regions related to suspense with limbic/paralimbic regions implicated
in emotion (such as the amygdala and the orbitofrontal cortex, see Introduction). For the left
IFG region, the PPI analysis showed significant activations in cerebellar and occipital regions
as well as the posterior inferior temporal gyrus and premotor cortex. Moreover, suspense significantly modulated the functional connectivity between the MFC and bilateral occipital areas
as well as parietal areas including the postcentral gyrus (see Table 2 and S2 Fig). For the other
seed regions (left posterior STS, right IFS, and left TPJ), the PPI analysis did not yield significant results.

Discussion
In the present study, we investigated the neural correlates of suspense evoked by a literary text.
For this, we acquired functional imaging data while participants read a suspenseful story subdivided into short text passages. After each text passage, a rating of subjectively experienced suspense was obtained. Suspense ratings correlated with blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD)
signal intensity in the medial frontal cortex, bilateral frontal regions along the inferior frontal
sulcus (extending into the inferior frontal gyrus and premotor cortex) as well as posterior temporal and temporo-parietal regions bilaterally.
Comparing reading periods with rating periods yielded activations in the left (and to a lesser
degree right) superior temporal sulcus. Activation of these areas has previously been associated
with semantic processing of written and spoken language in general (see [53], for an overview)
and story processing in particular [5, 8]. Reading also activated the left fusiform gyrus or what
has been termed the “visual word form area” which has previously been ascribed a specialized
role in the processing of written words [54, 55]. As could be expected, reading of the story thus
evoked typical brain activations of a left-lateralized language and reading network. Moreover,
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reading was associated with increased activation in visual cortices, possibly reflecting the higher
visual input during reading periods compared with rating periods.
Suspense—as subjectively experienced by individual participants—was related to bilateral
clusters of activation in the medial and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, in particular the inferior
frontal sulcus, the inferior frontal gyrus, and the precentral gyrus (lateral premotor cortex), as
well as posterior temporal areas extending into the TPJ. Activations of posterior temporal regions, in particular the TPJ, have previously been related to social cognitive tasks such as perspective taking [56] or theory-of-mind processing [42, 57]. A meta-analysis investigating
neural correlates of social cognition associated the TPJ with the inference of other people's
goals and actions [43], and TPJ activations have been repeatedly observed for story processing
(e.g., [10]; for a meta-analysis, see [2]). Likewise, the medial frontal cortex, which also showed
activation related to suspense, has been discussed as a key area associated with social cognition
and theory-of-mind [40]. For example, a study comparing theory-of-mind processing in cartoon tasks and story tasks found overlapping activity for both tasks in the medial frontal cortex
[58], coinciding with the activation found in the present study. Similarly, a study by Steinbeis
and Koelsch [59] reports medial frontal cortex activation when participants believed they were
listening to music written by a composer as opposed to computer-generated music, underlining
the role of the MFC in theory-of-mind processing and mental state attribution. As hypothesized in the aforementioned neurocognitive poetics model of literary reading [13, 33], and supported by Hsu et al. [12], activation of temporo-parietal and medial frontal areas could thus be
due to readers adopting the perspective and inferring the mental states of the main characters
of the story during emotionally engaging and suspenseful text segments. Suspenseful parts of a
narrative plot (in particular the suspenseful text segments of the current experiment) often involve situations in which a main character of the story is facing situations of potential danger
or threat. Following Zillmann's definition “that the experience of suspense in dramatic presentations derives characteristically from the respondent's acute, fearful apprehension about deplorable events that threaten liked protagonists” ([21], p. 140), activation of the TPJ and MFC
may reflect these fearful anticipations of upcoming events that depend on the ability to infer
the mental states, goals, and actions of characters of the story. This is in line with connectivity
studies indicating that the MFC (in particular its dorsal parts) and its connectivity with the TPJ
are associated with the understanding of others' mental states [41] (however, note that we did
not find such a connectivity in our PPI analysis). Furthermore, suspense has been proposed to
build on a disparity between the knowledge of a character and the knowledge of the reader or
viewer (most notably discussed by Alfred Hitchcock [60]; see also [61]). This disparity of
knowledge is often based on theory-of-mind processing (e.g., knowing that the characters don't
know what one oneself knows) and could therefore account for the activation of theory-ofmind-related brain areas during suspenseful texts (however, this is rather speculative because
the disparity of knowledge between characters and readers appears to be less relevant for building suspense in the specific text used in the present experiment).
The posterior temporal activations associated with suspense (particularly the ones in the left
hemisphere) also suggest that neural activity in lower-level language areas is influenced by suspense, as these areas have been associated with the cognitive processing of written words and
texts, e.g., word recognition [54, 55, 62], acoustic-phonetic processing [63], mapping of orthographic to phonological representations [64], and the integration of semantic information [65].
However, whether suspense directly modulates lower-level language areas or whether suspenseful text segments tend to covary with linguistic features that could influence neural activation in lower-level language areas remains to be investigated more closely (see Limitations
and outlook).
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In addition to the TPJ and MFC activations, suspense was associated with bilateral activations in inferior frontal regions extending into lateral premotor cortex in the precentral gyrus.
The activation of premotor areas during the experience of suspense suggests a connection between suspense and neural processes of prediction and anticipation. As described previously,
premotor cortex activations (particularly in ventrolateral parts) have consistently been reported for tasks involving action and event prediction (for reviews, see [29, 66]), which is corroborated by studies showing that predictive processing of sequential information is impaired
in patients with premotor lesions [67], and that ventrolateral premotor activations are associated with the processing of biological as well as abstract non-biological stimulus sequences [68].
Our results point to a possible role of the premotor cortex in predictive processes concerning
upcoming events in a suspenseful narrative plot, thus supporting the conjecture that the premotor cortex is involved in general aspects of event prediction (regardless of whether these predictions require motor control or planning; see [29]). Moreover, predictive inferences in the
context of story processing have been associated with inferior frontal and posterior temporal
activation: In a study by Jin et al. [27], short “mini-stories” provoking predictive inferences
(compared with non-predictive counterparts) were related to left IFG activations, and Virtue
et al. [28] found story passages that required active inferences (based on previous information
given in the story) to be associated with activation in the right posterior STG and bilateral IFG.
The inferior frontal and posterior temporal activations observed for suspense could therefore
reflect predictive processes associated with inferences about the unfolding of events of the
story. The involvement of predictive processes during suspenseful text segments could also
provide an alternative explanation to the TPJ and MFC activations discussed above: Decety
and Lamm [69] argue that TPJ activations are not specific to theory-of-mind processing but reflect more domain-general mechanisms “involved in generating, testing, and correcting internal predictions about external sensory events” ([69], p. 583), and similarly, MFC activations
have been implicated in predictive inferences during text comprehension [3, 26, 70, 71].
The close link between suspense and prediction is particularly interesting in light of Bayesian
accounts of brain functioning such as predictive coding and free energy [72, 73]. From the perspective of these theories—which postulate that perception, action, learning, and emotion [74]
are essentially based on the minimization of prediction errors, surprise, and uncertainty—suspense can be viewed as the emotional component reflecting this urge for uncertainty reduction.
Novels, movies, television series and various other forms of media entertainment appear to take
advantage of this fundamental principle of human cognition, thus accounting for their general
appeal and popularity. However, apart from reflecting an urge for uncertainty reduction, suspense may involve other (neuro-)cognitive mechanisms. From a biological perspective, uncertainty should be associated with negative emotion (because an organism that is able to make
accurate predictions about its environment should have an evolutionary advantage over organisms that are unable to make such predictions), and suspense should therefore primarily be experienced as negative (and only the resolution of suspense should have a positive valence). Yet,
suspense—in particular in forms of media entertainment such as film, music, or literature—is
often experienced as positive, and the emotional “thrill” associated with suspense experiences
may be enjoyed for its own sake (especially when the context in which suspense is elicited is devoid of potentially negative real-life consequences, as in literature, film, or music; cf. [75, 76]).
This indicates that, apart from uncertainty, other factors may also play a role in suspense and determine whether it is experienced as positive or negative (for a more detailed discussion of this
point, see [22]).
The bilateral activation clusters of the inferior frontal sulcus included the so-called inferior
frontal junction (IFJ, cf. [77, 78]). Located at the intersection of premotor, language, and memory areas, activations in this area have previously been reported in experiments involving
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cognitive control, task switching, or updating processes [78–82]. For example, a meta-analysis
by Derrfuss et al. [81] reports activation of the IFJ in experimental paradigms requiring the updating of task representations (e.g., task-switching paradigms, Stroop tasks, or n-back tasks).
With regard to language processing, left inferior frontal regions have been associated with semantic encoding [83, 84], semantic working memory [85], semantic retrieval [86, 87], or selection of information from semantic memory [88]. On a more speculative note, the frontal
activation clusters observed for suspense may therefore reflect the recruitment of cognitive
control structures during suspenseful text segments, i.e., during passages when the reader's interest about the unfolding of events of the story is highest. Being “captured” by the story during
episodes of high suspense may lead to the engagement of top-down control mechanisms that
rely on the IFJ and that may optimize semantic processing of the content of the story. This is in
line with dynamic causal modeling (DCM) studies showing that IFG regions coordinate temporal and parietal regions associated with lower-level language processing [26, 89, 90].
The brain activations related to participants' experience of suspense partially overlap with
brain activations associated with the emotional intensity of a story reported in the study by
Wallentin et al. [9]. Both suspense and emotional intensity appear to be related to bilateral inferior frontal and (posterior) temporal activations. However, there were also differences in activation patterns between the two studies: for emotional intensity, Wallentin et al. [9] report
activations of the right amygdala as well as the thalamus which we did not find for suspense;
conversely, the medial frontal activations related to suspense were not found in the study by
Wallentin et al. [9]. Apart from differences between the concepts investigated (i.e., suspense vs.
emotional intensity), the different activations may be due to other differences between the two
studies. Whereas the study by Wallentin et al. [9] relied on auditory presentation of the story,
the present study made use of a self-paced reading paradigm. Moreover, the present study used
individual suspense ratings acquired while participants read the story in the fMRI scanner,
which came at the cost of repeatedly interrupting the story to collect the ratings, which may
have impeded participants' full immersion into the fictional world of the story (see also Limitations and outlook). Last, the participants of the study by Wallentin et al. [9] were familiar with
the plot of the study, whereas they did not know the plot in the present study.

Limitations and outlook
We also had expected suspense to be related to neural activity in limbic brain structures associated with emotional processing such as the amygdala or the striatum. This hypothesis was not
confirmed. One aspect of our experiment that may have compromised the evocation of strong
emotional responses was that participants had to shortly interrupt reading after each text segment to give the suspense ratings, which may have disrupted the immersive reading experience
usually associated with natural reading of suspenseful texts. We had deliberately opted for
these online suspense ratings to capture the suspense experience of each individual participant
as accurately as possible (alternative methods of acquiring suspense ratings after participants
have read the complete text—and hence without interrupting the reading process—or of using
average suspense ratings of a different group of participants might have reflected individual
suspense experiences during reading less accurately, thus decreasing the sensitivity of the statistical analysis). However, it remains to be investigated whether uninterrupted reading of a suspenseful text engages limbic brain structures associated with emotional processing. Using
“stronger” stimulus material—for example, suspenseful movie scenes—may further facilitate
the measurement of neural substrates of emotional responses related to suspense.
Moreover, it may be objected that lower-level stimulus features may have confounded the
brain activations observed for suspense. We accounted for possible confounds by including
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action, imageability, arousal, valence, and average sentence length of each text segment as control variables in the model. However, when investigating a high-level concept like suspense in a
relatively naturalistic setting using a real text, controlling all possible low-level stimulus properties is unfeasible, and the possibility that results are influenced by these stimulus features can
never be entirely excluded. For example, the IFG activations observed for suspenseful text segments could also be interpreted as reflecting effects of syntactic processing (cf. [91]). We did
not include syntactic complexity as a control variable because there is no straightforward measure quantifying syntactic complexity in natural language texts. However, increased syntactic
processing during suspenseful text segments seems unlikely because the relationship between
syntactic complexity and suspense in the text of the present experiment is rather negative, i.e.,
suspenseful text segments tended to feature more simple sentences (often a concatenation of
simple main clauses with few embedded sentences) than less suspenseful segments. Nevertheless, controlling as many confounding variables as possible in future neuroimaging studies on
suspense is highly desirable. This includes physiological parameters such as heart or respiration
rate.
Finally, we used only one text as experimental stimulus. Whether the results reported here
generalize to other texts and domains (e.g., film) remains to be clarified by future research.

Conclusion
Suspense is an important component of the emotional experience evoked by narrative plots
(e.g., in literature, film, etc.). To our knowledge, this is the first study exploring the neural correlates of suspense during the reading of a literary text. Recording functional imaging data
while participants read a suspenseful piece of literature, we found that individual ratings of suspense were related to activity in the medial frontal cortex, posterior temporal and temporo-parietal regions, as well as the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex along the inferior frontal sulcus
including the IFG and premotor cortex. Our results indicate that text passages that are experienced as suspenseful engage brain areas associated with mentalizing, predictive inference, and
possibly cognitive control.
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